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The News and Views of the Association of Dive Program Administrators

Welcome to your 2nd issue of Bottom
Times for 2022, ADPA’ers! We began the
year with a new Board of Directors
(BoD), including two first-time ADPA
Board members, Heather Hooper
(Membership Director) and Scott
Chapman (IT Director), and your Board
has hit the ground running. Professional
Development Week was a tremendous
success, our midyear meeting was very
productive, and the work of planning
this year's 2022 Symposium has begun.
ADPA’s new model for 2022 Professional
Development Week exceeded expectations. With 278
cumulative attendees grouped across all 9
workshops, this year's offerings were incredibly
successful and impactful. I can’t thank Sean Hopewell,
the Professional Development Week Committee, and
invited panelists enough for bringing Professional
Development Week onto a new stage. I look forward
to seeing this member benefit develop in the years to
come and of course, thank you to those that
attended!
In late May, Mark Craven and the Tennessee
Aquarium hosted our 2022 ADPA BoD Midyear
Meeting. The week included a BoD meeting, strategic
planning meeting, and Board team building day. Your
BoD is making great strides to elevate the good work
of the ADPA, embrace our consensus model, and
engage in thoughtful discussion. With a new Board
comes the opportunity of a strategic plan. We set
aside a day to discuss the roles digital assets,
membership and member benefits, and strategic
community relationships play in the future of ADPA. I
look forward to sharing more at our annual
symposium and encourage both new and long-time
members to attend. As you may remember, the Board

was set to meet in Chattanooga in
2020. Mark and his team at the
Tennessee Aquarium went above and
beyond with their hospitality and
organization hosting the Board’s first
in-person midyear meeting since 2019.
It will be a tough act to follow, and we
can't thank you enough!
The Association has grown through the
years by individual member efforts and
ADPA community input. Your Board is
taking the reins to continue our
Association’s growth and in the coming months there
will be survey opportunities to help better
understand and strengthen our Association’s
statistics, corporate partnerships, and community
relationships. These will be presented at the annual
symposium, more details below.
Looking ahead, organizing the 2022 Annual
Symposium in Orlando, Florida is underway and be
sure to see the important date change information
below. Last year saw a remarkable turnout amid the
uncertainty of a global pandemic. As our community
continues to stabilize, attending the annual
symposium is one of your most valuable member
benefits. If you have yet to attend, or are a new
member, consider applying for the Brett Dodson
Scholarship. For those planning or looking to attend,
including potential first-time attendees, consider
submitting a talk.
ADPA, it's been quite a year already and it’s hard to
believe we are just halfway through. I hope each of
you are having a good summer and look forward to
hopefully seeing you at this year's symposium in
Orlando! #WTTADPAMF!!!
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Symposium & Pro Development Day
Call for Speakers is Now Open
Hello Fellow ADPA’ers! It is with great excitement that the Symposium Committee would like to
announce that ADPA will be hosting our 2022 Symposium at SeaWorld, Ports of Call in Orlando from
10:00am to 6:00pm EST on MONDAY, October 31st!
The BOD has elected to move the Symposium up to Monday in conjunction with the move of DEMA to a
Tuesday- Friday schedule. DEMA will also be in Orlando, taking place from Tuesday November 1st
through Friday, November 4th. The Symposium will be immediately followed by the Networking Event,
also at SeaWorld, from 6:00pm to 8:00pm.
The event fee of $250 provides entry to both the Symposium and Networking Event. Registration for the
Symposium opens on September 1st. SeaWorld has discontinued its policy of allowing Symposium
attendees free access to the park. If you plan to enter the park you will need to purchase individual
admission tickets.
In addition to the in-person Symposium and Networking Event, a hands-on Training Day will be held on
Sunday, October 30th. Keep an eye out on the ADPA Symposium Webpage, the Listserv and the next
issue of Bottom Times for more details about the itinerary, pricing, and registration.
First Time attendees; be sure to apply for the Brett Dodson Scholarship which can help fund a new zoo
or aquarium Dive Safety Officer to attend the annual ADPA Symposium and Training Day. Application
information can be found here on the ADPA members’ site in the document repository. Scholarship
applications must be submitted in-full no later than August 1st to be eligible for the upcoming
Symposium.
We are looking for members interested in speaking at the Symposium. If you have a topic in mind,
please complete the Speaker Request PDF form and email it to Halle Minshall- ADPA Secretary
(hminshall@bhwk.com) before August 15th. If you are unsure of a topic or wish to discuss your talk
before submitting, please contact Halle. All speakers will receive a $25 discount on Symposium
Registration fees.
We are so excited to see you all and hear what your programs have accomplished over this past year!

Important Dates
August 15th

Call for Speakers Closes

September 1st

Registration Opens

October 20th

Registration Closes

October 30th

▪ Training Day- Location TBD
▪ Board Meeting- Location TBD
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Important Dates continued
Symposium & Networking Event- Sea World, Ports of Call
October 31st

▪ Symposium- 10:00am-6:00pm
▪ Networking Event- 6:00pm- 8:00pm

November 1st-4th

DEMA Tradeshow- Orange County Convention Center, South Halls

Professional Development Committee
Thank you to everyone who participated in the virtual Professional Development Virtual Week! We had
over 50 members registered, and everyone enjoyed the wide variety of offerings for the week. We do
have workshop recordings available for all who have registered.

Survey Update
Thank you for your participation in our latest round of surveys. We are using this information to create a
dataset that we can use to track industry changes as well as a framework for future surveys and trends.
In 2017, we sent out a Survey requesting each facility's annual statistics about the number of dive staff
and dive totals. The information was then compiled and shared during the Symposium.
In 2021 we had collected five years of data and undertook a project of putting it all together in hopes of
gleaning useful information which could be shared back with the ADPA membership. However, a few
roadblocks appeared in our path. Over the course of sending out surveys the exact questions had varied
leading to an inconsistent dataset which was difficult to reconcile. There was also an issue of timing,
needing the data by the Symposium meant that often facilities took 9-10 months’ worth of information,
or estimated their annual totals as opposed to using the year end data. And lastly, different facilities often
had a different definition of what each question would be asking for, causing differing results from facility
to facility, and even within a facility depending on who responded.
We decided we wanted to push through these challenges and move forward with collecting clean data
that could provide an infrastructure for future use. Thus, we created a new survey which would
retroactively collect the last five years of information in a consistent format. This process has been
simplified by the release of DPiC 2.0, which allows for us to search our dive logs in much more powerful
and detailed ways.
Going forward, an annual survey will be sent out in the spring of every year to collect your data from the
previous year. This will then be presented at the Symposium as it has traditionally been. We appreciate
your help in making this a reality and are pleased to be able to share the final products with you at the
Symposium.
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Gulf Stream Orphan Project
Submitted by: Ashley McCarthy (amccarthy@neaq.org ),Dive Safety Officer, &
Michael O’Neill (moneill@neaq.org), Giant Ocean Tank Supervisor, New England Aquarium, Boston MA
Ever see a Spotfin Butterflyfish
(C. ocellatus) while diving along
the coast of Long Island, NY,
Rhode Island, or Cape Cod, MA?
How about finding a Queen
Triggerfish (B. vetula) or a Short
Bigeye (P. alta) in Nova Scotia,
Canada? The Gulf Stream
Orphan (GSO) Project is a
community science network
dedicated
to
the
documentation of expatriated
subtropical and tropical fish
found along the Northeast
coast of the United States and
Canada. As the Gulf Stream
transports vast volumes of
warm tropical water to higher
latitudes across the Atlantic, its
meandering eddies and Warm
Core Rings (WCRs) disperse the
planktonic eggs, larvae, and
juveniles of numerous marine
species. The seasonal warming
of coastal waters along the
Northeast U.S. and Canada in
summer and fall afford many
subtropical
and
tropical

species the opportunity to
temporarily reside in areas
beyond their native range. Many
aspects of the phenomena that
shape this seasonal residence
remain a mystery. Observations
of unusual species are likely the
result of both abiotic and biotic
selective pressures that remain
to be determined to their fullest
extent. Due to the “needle-in-ahaystack” quality of many of
these sightings, a community
science initiative along with a
broad network of coastal marine
organizations is working to
provide the best opportunity to
generate a robust dataset that
can provide insight into this
complex phenomenon.

Planehead Filefish GSO

There are several ways in which
data can be gathered and
contributed to the GSO Project.
At the New England Aquarium,
we conduct seasonal collecting
trips via both scuba diving and
seining. These trips are designed
to gather environmental data
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and document local species to determine native
species richness, as well as collect these unusual
“Gulf Stream Orphans” for exhibit display. In
addition to building a reporting infrastructure to
more comprehensively track this phenomenon,
the GSO Project aims to assess the ecological
impacts on native species assemblages and
contribute to sustainable exhibit specimen
collecting practices. Many of the tropical species
transported north by the Gulf Stream cannot
sustain themselves as water temperatures drop
in the fall and winter, presenting a unique
opportunity for collection and exhibition in
tropical exhibits within regional aquaria.
Contributors to the GSO Project network include
both institutional members, like marine research
centers and public aquaria, as well a broad array
of coastal ecosystem stakeholders including
recreational divers, fishermen, and beachgoers.
Data submissions regarding unusual species
sightings can be reported via iNaturalist.org, one
of the leaders in community science data
collection, or with direct communication
amongst institutional representatives. All of
these contributions are then analyzed by the
project curators to establish the most
comprehensive resource available regarding this
phenomenon. For those interested in learning
more and getting involved, head to the GSO
Project website (www.GSOProject.org) for
additional information. The project can also be
found by searching the Gulf Stream Orphan
Project on iNaturalist.org.

Snowy Grouper caught as a GSO (2019)
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Divers go out at Fort Wetherill State Park in Rhode
Island in search of GSOs

Mike O’Neill (right) & two
NEAq aquarists seining for GSOs

Ashley McCarthy feeds same Snowy Grouper in the
Giant Ocean Tank (2022)
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Organizational Spotlight: By Shannon Hunt and Amanda Weiler
Texas State Aquarium, Corpus Christi, TX

About the Aquarium
With great fanfare and support from the local
community and beyond, the Texas State
Aquarium first opened its doors to the public on
July 6th, 1990 after years of planning and
fundraising. The grand opening was a shining
moment for the Aquarium, the city of Corpus
Christi, and the Coastal Bend region. It was
through the vision of the Founding Trustees, to
create an aquarium that focused on the species
in the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean, that the
Aquarium became a reality.
When opened, the Aquarium consisted of the
Lobby and Gulf of Mexico wing. However, over
the last 30 years the aquarium has grown
substantially. Accredited by the Association of
Zoos and Aquariums in 1995, the Texas State
Aquarium has undergone a series of expansions.
One of the first significant expansions was
Dolphin Bay, which opened in 2003. The multimillion-dollar capital campaign to build Dolphin
Bay was the most substantial endeavor since
building the Aquarium. This 400,000-gallon
habitat, with viewing angles both topside and
below the water, provides unique opportunities
for visitors to view marine mammals. In 2014,
the Aquarium opened an immersive Nearshore
experience portraying life at the shoreline,
where sand dunes and mangroves meet shallow
saltwater habitats and are home to a variety of
species, from rays to shorebirds. The Aquarium
Founders’ vision of connecting the Gulf of
Mexico with the Caribbean Sea was fulfilled with
the opening of the incredible 71,000 Sq. Ft.
Caribbean Journey in May 2017. This expansion
features the lowland jungles of the Yucatan
Peninsula and Western Caribbean Sea and is the
Aquarium’s interpretation of the Sian Ka’an

Biosphere. From magnificent sharks to graceful
stingrays to vibrant, tropical birds, Caribbean
Journey is full of awe and wonder, connecting
visitors to the natural world.
The Texas State Aquarium is committed to
improving the lives of each individual, both those
in the collection and those being rehabilitated to
be returned to their natural habitat, by
implementing a comprehensive wellness
program to make evidence-based management
decisions. Contributing to wildlife conservation
is a significant tenet of the Aquarium’s mission
and while most of the program funding is
dedicated to wildlife conservation work in the
Gulf of Mexico, the Texas State Aquarium has
funded projects in the Sea of Cortez, South
America, and as far away as Australia and South
Africa.
Dive Program
The Texas State Aquarium is currently operating
with 39 active divers, 33 staff divers and 6
volunteer divers. The Staff dive team is
comprised of 7 part-time divers, the Marine
Mammal Team, the Aquarist Team, and the
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Education Department. Together they average
3,100 dives per year in exhibits throughout the
aquarium. Dolphin Bay, Caribbean Sea, Coral
Reef, Blue Hole, Flower Gardens, Islands of Steel,
and Tortuga Cay exhibits are just some of the
many habitats dived by staff and volunteers. The
aquarium conducts each dive in compliance with
OSHA commercial diving standards. There are 3
scheduled maintenance dives a day, rotating
through a variety of exhibits.
Of these
maintenance dives, 70% are completed by the
Dive Operations team, 7 part-time divers and
one full-time Dive Safety Officer.
The Texas State Aquarium recently embarked
upon a new partnership with Texas A&M
University – Corpus Christi, to provide exciting
opportunities for students to engage in fieldbased learning as a part of the university’s
scientific diver training course. Visual
underwater fish surveys are a common sampling
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technique employed by scientific divers, though
to be successful divers require enough visibility
to accurately count and identify specimens. The
predominately low visibility of South Texas
waters hinders the ability to effectively train the
divers in situ – a clear benefit of training within
the controlled environment of the aquarium.
This partnership also allows the university to
certify divers to federal standards and evaluate
their performance as they dive in a more
controlled environment. The Scientific Dive
Training course allows students, many of whom
are majoring in marine biology, environmental
science, and geology, to engage in hands-on
learning about marine ecosystems while
applying the latest techniques in scientific
observation.
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About the DSO
part-time permanent position which eventually
transitioned to a full-time role.
Fast-forward to April 2021, Hunt relocated to
Corpus Christi to be the Texas State Aquarium’s
Dive Safety Officer. She moved from Gulfport,
Mississippi, where she helped another, newer
aquarium launch a dive program. At Texas State
Aquarium, she oversees all the dive operations
in terms of scheduling, compliance, and
administration. Another benefit of her job is
working with a team of seven part-time divers
who help maintain the majority of the exhibits
the aquarium boasts. Hunt’s passion and
excitement mirrors many dive program
administrators, favoring the variability each day
brings while working in the aquarium and zoo
setting. Outside of diving, she loves hiking,
traveling (when the world allows it), and is an
avid bar trivia participant!
While on vacation in Fort Lauderdale, 12-yearold Shannon Hunt and her brother took to the
warm, Floridian waters through a Discover
SCUBA experience with a local dive shop. They
both loved it so much they completed their
open water certifications while on the same
trip. Maintaining a sunny disposition, Shannon
brought her new-found hobby back home to
Massachusetts and became a member of the
dive club at the local dive shop, Divers Market.
Bit by the SCUBA bug, she went on to complete
her Divemaster certification while in high school
and continued to work as a DM throughout her
time in college. Florida has played a significant
role in Shannon’s life, as she attended the
University of Miami in Coral Gables and went on
to work at the Florida Aquarium, where she
earned her AAUS diver status and applied to
another seasonal position as a part of marine
operations. Originally planned as just a
seasonal gig, Shannon ended up falling in love
with the operations role and accepted her first
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Re-Use the Threads!
Submitted by Josh Foronda, ADSO/Equipment Coordinator at National Aquarium, Baltimore MD

Harvesting Stitching Thread from Old Wetsuits
Many times, in our work as DSOs, we find that some of our repairs that need to be made require a bit of needle and
thread. A rip in a wetsuit. A tear in a weight pouch or equipment holster. A detached Velcro patch. Most of us
have probably used the tried-and-true method of sewing and stitching with unwaxed dental floss. But why shop
the oral care section of the store when you can use what you already have? The thread used as part of the seams
of wetsuits can make for good stitching. These threads are already intended to be constantly and repeatedly
submerged in water, and have some stretch and give, allowing it to be flexible. If you have older wetsuits that you
plan to dispose of or recycle, you can harvest the threading before doing so. Here’s the most efficient method I
have found to collect the thread from a commonly used blind stitch.
You can complete this process for as many stitches on the suit as you want. One suit can yield enough thread to
last you for many, many repairs and modifications.

1) Select a stitch on the
suit and follow it to its
end. Be sure the end is
the one where the loop
is on the forward end of
the stitch.

2) Using scissors, snips,
or a knife, cut the
locking threads on both
sides of the first loop.

That’s all there is to it! See you next issue with
another helpful Dive Hack. And if you have
tricks of your own you’d like to share, send
‘em in to: David DeBoer, Communications
Co-Chair, Pat McLaughlin or Sean Eckley.

3) Grab the cut end of
the locking thread that
is adjacent to the
second loop.

4) Slowly begin pulling on
the cut end and rolling it
onto a suitable spool
(dowl, pen, bolt). Notice
the first loop begins to
withdraw into the
stitching.

5) Once the first loop has
been completely
withdrawn (removing the
locking thread from both
sides of the second loop),
you can continue spooling
the thread, unimpeded,
until you reach the end of
the stitch. Once you can
no longer pull the thread,
cut it free from the suit.
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Industry
News
Upcoming Events:
AZA Hybrid In-Person/Virtual Annual Conference -- 8/27/22 thru 9/1/22. National Aquarium and
Maryland Zoo, Baltimore MD - AZA - www.aza.org
ADPA (In-Person) - Symposium and Networking Event - 10/31/22, Orlando, FL
ADPA (In-Person) - Training Day - 10/30/22, Orlando, FL - Location TBD
DEMA In-Person Show - 11/1/22 thru 11/4/22. Orange County Convention Center, Orlando FL - DEMA www.dema.org

Resources:
COVID-19 Resources Page. Please view the ADPA COVID-19 Resources Page for updated links and
documents from UCSD. - ADPA COVID-19 Resources
https://www.uhms.org/images/Updated_UC_San_Diego_Guidelines_for_Evaluation_of_Divers_during_
COVID-19_pandemic.pdf
These are updated protocols from February 2022
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New Member Update
Associate Members:

Professional Members:

Name – Kristen Binz
Institution – Georgia Aquarium
Email Address – klbinz@georgiaaquarium.org

Name – Lissette Bayona
Institution – New England Aquarium
Email Address – lbayona@neaq.org

Name – Eric Johnson
Institution – Clearwater Marine Aquarium
Email Address – ejohnson@cmaquarium.org

Name – Meriah Long
Institution – Monterey Bay Aquarium
Email Address – mlong@mbayaq.org

Name – Michael Megdanis
Institution – The Maritime Aquarium at Norwalk
Email Address –
divecoordinator@maritimeaquarium.org
Name – Vanessa Orozco
Institution – California Academy of Sciences
Email Address – vorozco@calacademy.org
Name – Timothy Stripling
Institution – Florida Aquarium
Email Address – tstripling@flaquarium.org

JOB
ADPA Website Job Postings
S – ADPA
Job Postings
AZA Website Job Postings
Jobs - Zoo Jobs Near Me | AZA
AAUS Website Job Postings
American Academy of Underwater Sciences
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The Informed Diver
Member Media Links:
JuLionfish Derby & Festival
Submitted by: Arnold Postell, Dive Safety Officer/Curator of Large Exhibits
https://one.bidpal.net/julionfish2022/welcome
Join us for the inaugural JuLionfish Derby + Festival, a month-long culling competition for divers followed
by an all-inclusive, 21+ festival at the South Carolina Aquarium! Proceeds benefit South Carolina
Aquarium Reef Research, a program aimed at generating awareness and supporting fieldwork
opportunities to sustain a balanced ocean. JuLionfish is a REEF-sanctioned event. Arnold is the SC
Aquarium’s lead for their Reef Research project and the derby component of Julionfish.
Diving Deeper into Blackwater Dives
Submitted by: George Z. Peterson, Director of Dive Programs/Monterey Bay Aquarium
https://www.montereybayaquarium.org/stories/diving-deeper-into-blackwater-dives
Join Aquarium and MBARI DSO’s and scientists on a blackwater scuba dive as they brave the ocean at
night to witness the world's greatest animal migration. George and his dive team is featured in this Black
Water Diving video that is a promo for their new exhibit Into the Deep: Exploring Our Undiscovered
Ocean.

Gear Recalls:
Oceanic: Recall of Oceanic Dry Top Snorkels due to Drowning Hazard
Oceanic Dry Top Snorkel Recall - Recall Effective Date: September, 22,2021
Aqualung: Calypso Regulator Recall with Specific CPN’s and Serial Numbers
Aqualung Calypso Regulator Recall - Recall effective date: December 30th, 2021
SI TECH: Voluntary Recall of SI TECH Shell Inflation Valve Int’l Nipple for Diving Drysuits
SI TECH Shell Inflation Valve Int'l Nipple for Diving Drysuits Recall - Recall Effective Date: December 3, 2021
OTS: Regulator Valve Seal - Guardian FFM Technical Bulletin
Regulator Valve Seal - Guardian FFM Technical Bulletin - Bulletin Effective Date: February 9th, 2022
American Diving Supply Recall List
Notices and Recalls by Manufacturers - List of SCUBA equipment recalls from 2015 -2020
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Corporate Partner Report

www.animal-exhibits.com

www.dan.org/store
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www.oceanears.com

www.submersiblesystems.com

www.apoxie.com
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www.rescuextraining.com

www.spareair.com

www.avesstudio.com

www.diveraid.com
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www.huishoutdoors.com

www.bluegreenexpeditions.com
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www.hollis.com

www.dive1staid.com
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Bottom Times is the triannual newsletter of the Association of Dive Program Administrators. Submit jobs, ideas,
and other info to the communication committee one month before the next release date.
Scheduled releases: April 2022 / July 2022 / October 2022

Communication Committee
Co-Chair
Co-Chair
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Dave DeBoer
david@dadweb.com
Holly Martel Bourbon (National Aquarium, MD)
hbourbon@aqua.org
Mark Lane
(California Academy of Sciences, CA)
mlane@calacademy.org
Allison Shafer
(California Academy of Sciences, CA)
ashafer@calacademy.org
Sean Eckley
(California Science Center, CA)
SEckley@californiasciencecenter.org
Brendan DeGrim
(Audubon Institute, LA)
bdegrim@auduboninstitute.org
David Pitalo
(Mississippi Aquarium, MS)
dpitalo@msaquarium.org
Pat McLaughlin
(Adventure Aquarium, NJ)
pmclaughlin@adventureaquarium.com
Amanda Weiler
(Moody Gardens, TX)
aweiler@moodygardens.org
Board of Directors

President
President-Elect
Secretary
Treasurer
Director-at-Large
Membership
IT

Jake Emmert
Andrew Solomon
Halle Minshall
Paul Dimeo
Mauritius Bell
Heather Hooper
Scott Chapman

(Moody Gardens, TX)
(California Science Center, CA)
(Greater Cleveland Aquarium, OH)
(Aquarium of the Pacific, CA)
(California Academy of Sciences, CA)
(Mote Marine Laboratory & Aquarium, FL)
(Monterey Bay Aquarium, CA)

jemmert@moodygardens.org
asolomon@cscmail.org
hminshall@bhwk.com
pdimeo@lbaop.org
mbell@calacademy.org
hhooper@mote.org
schapman@mbayaq.org

2022 ADPA Committee Rosters
Professional Development – Sean Hopewell – Chair
Jon Nonnenmacher
Ryan Yuen
Chris O’Neil
Christine Nottage
Jonathan Langham
Brendan DeGrim
Sarah Yerrence
Paul Dimeo
Symposium – Halle Minshall – Chair
Holly Bourbon
Ryan Yuen
Jon Nonnenmacher
Ethan Simmons
Shannon Hunt
Membership – Heather Hooper – Chair
Andrew Solomon – Co-Chair
Chris Duncan
Lauren Larese
Amanda Weiler

Corporate Partner – Mauritius Bell – Chair
Paul Dimeo – Co-Chair
Arnold Postell
Ashley McCarthy
IT Committee – Scott Chapman – Chair
Chris Miller
Allison Shafer
External Affairs – George Peterson– Chair
Mark Craven – Co-Chair
James Bonovich
Arnold Postell
ADPA BoD
Communications – Dave DeBoer – Co-Chair
Holly Bourbon – Co-Chair/Editor
Mark Lane – Co-Editor
Allison Shafer
Brendan DeGrim
Sean Eckley
Pat McLaughlin
Amanda Weiler
Dave Pitalo

ADPA Website www.adpa.org
ADPA Google Group https://groups.google.com/forum/ - !forum/adpa (Member Access Only)
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